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Using Se-Te as a model system, we demonstrate a fundamental light-matter interaction and show 

that increased spatial disorder of dark-phase nucleates intrinsically produces increased long-range 

order of photoelectrochemically deposited nanostructures.
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ABSTRACT.

The role of nucleation was investigated during phototropic growth of Se-Te. Under low 

levels of mass deposition (mass equivalent of -3.75 mC cm-2 of charge passed) that produced small 

nucleate spacings, patterns in photoelectrochemically deposited Se-Te films converged at 

relatively earlier levels of mass deposition, and ultimately exhibited higher pattern fidelity 

throughout pattern development, as compared to pattern formation from larger initial nucleate 

spacings. Consistently, use of an applied striking potential during very early levels of mass 

deposition produced more spatially random dark-phase electrodeposited nucleates and led to 

phototropic Se-Te photoelectrodeposited films that exhibited improved pattern fidelity relative to 

depositions performed with no striking step. Collectively, the data indicate that increases in 

randomness and spatial disorder of the dispersion of the initial nucleates produces increases in the 

fidelity and spatial order in the resulting phototropically grown electrodeposits.

Keywords: Electrodeposition, photoelectrochemistry, photodeposition, nucleation, 
chalcogenide, Fourier analysis
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INTRODUCTION.

In conventional methods for surface patterning and 3-D morphology control, including 

optical lithography, holography, or direct write methods, the spatial fidelity of the resulting pattern 

is directly related to the spatial order and fidelity of the stimulus. For example, in optical 

lithography, dither of the optical beam or imprecise spatial definition in the edges of a mask 

deleteriously affect the fidelity of the resulting surface pattern.1-5 Similarly, in direct write methods 

or scanning probe lithographic methods, vibrations of the tip introduce spatial disorder and reduce 

the fidelity of the resulting material or surface film.6-8 Spatial chemical disorder due to defects or 

impurities also may deleteriously affect the spatial fidelity of self-assembled, optically patterned, 

or electrodeposited surface films.9-13 We have recently described the phenomenon of inorganic 

phototropic growth, in which full 3-D control over the morphology of an electrodeposited film can 

be obtained by stimulating photoelectrodeposition of materials including PbSe and Se-Te alloys 

with an uncorrelated, unpatterned, low-intensity light beam, from an optically isotropic solution 

onto an optically isotropic electrode substrate.14-18 The growth process initially involves a dark 

film electrodeposition phase followed by an optically stimulated photoelectrodeposition phase, in 

which intrinsic near-field optical scattering in the growing material shapes the internal optical field 

and, in an emergent property of the material, produces a dynamic feedback with the stimulating 

light beam that produces long-range order in the resulting electrode film structure. We show here 

that in inorganic phototropic growth, randomness in the initial electrodeposit is a prerequisite for 

– and directly leads to – high fidelity and spatial order in the resulting phototropically grown 

material.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

A detailed experimental procedure is provided in the Supporting Information. Se-Te films 

were deposited potentiostatically from an aqueous solution containing 20 mM SeO2, 10 mM TeO2, 

and 1 M H2SO4. Samples were illuminated with vertically polarized light from a narrow-band 

light-emitting diode (LED) with an intensity-weighted-average wavelength of 927 nm and a power 

density of 53 mW cm-2. Substrates were crystalline (111)-oriented Si with a miscut angle ± 0.5°, 

doped degenerately with either p- or n-type dopants, and the resistivities for both substrates were 

< 0.005 Ω-cm.

Figure 1 shows scanning-electron-microscope (SEM) images of Se-Te deposits on p+-Si 

and n+-Si substrates during the nucleation phase of phototropic growth, i.e. after a charge density 

of -3.75 mC cm-2 had been passed, corresponding to equivalent amounts of mass deposited for 

each sample. Images are shown for Se-Te deposited at two different applied potentials for each 

substrate; these applied deposition potentials correspond to representative conditions at the 

positive (Figure 1a and c) and negative (Figure 1b and d) extremes of the working potential range 

for phototropic Se-Te growth on each substrate. The insets to the panels in Figure 1 show 2D FTs 

of the respective SEM images. Large-area (~2000 µm2) images of the deposits on n+-Si are 

provided in Figure S1. SEM images and analysis of reproducibility in phototropic films are 

provided in Figure S3. Films deposited on p+-Si (Figure 1a and b) exhibited smaller nucleate 

spacings than films deposited on n+-Si (Figure 1c and d). For both substrates, the more negative 

applied potential resulted in smaller nucleate spacings when all other parameters were kept 

constant.

The 2D FT spectra for all the SEMs in Figure 1 consisted of a single, radially symmetric 

peak centered around the origin showing that, at this early stage of phototropic growth, the 
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nucleates of the films were distributed isotropically. In the grayscale 2D FT spectra of the films, 

more white value farther from the origin corresponds to a higher frequency of nucleates in 

reciprocal space and thus to a larger contribution from smaller spacings in the real-space image. 

Wider peaks in the 2D FT spectra thus correspond to smaller nucleate spacings for the deposits. 

Pair-correlation function analysis (Figure S4) corroborated the 2D FT analysis and indicated more 

random dispersion of the nucleates on p+-Si than of the nucleates on n+-Si.

Figure 1e shows the relationship between the average nucleate spacing of deposits on p+-

Si and n+-Si and the potential applied during the deposition. The nucleate spacing was defined as 

the inverse of the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the isotropic peak centered around the 

origin in the 2D FT spectra. See Figure S5-S7 for a description of peak fitting in 2D FT spectra. 

In general, for each substrate, application of a more negative potential during the deposition 

resulted in smaller nucleate spacings. Conditions which might be hypothesized to produce larger 

nucleate spacings on p+-Si, i.e. relatively more positive applied potentials, resulted in no 

appreciable growth after several hours of attempted deposition. Other electrodeposited 

chalcogenide materials have also been observed to exhibit potential-dependent nucleation 

behavior. For example, the nucleation density of electrodeposited CdSe increases as the deposition 

potential is made more negative.19

Figure 2 shows the stages of development for Se-Te films grown phototropically 

on p+-Si and n+-Si substrates. Such complex three-dimensional structures spontaneously form on 

unpatterned substrates, with incoherent, unpatterned, low-intensity illumination, from optically 

isotropic aqueous solutions that do not contain any chemical-directing agents such as ligands or 

surfactants. The deposited Se-Te material is p-type and photoactive; there is no requirement for 

substrate photoactivity. Phototropic growth has been demonstrated on Au, Ti, HOPG, and 
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degenerately doped Si substrates.17 Although electrodeposition of Se-Te in the dark yields granular 

films without any long-range order, electrodeposition under uniform, low-intensity polarized light 

results in highly ordered periodic structures with pitches determined by the intensity-weighted 

average wavelength of the light, and orientations determined by the direction of polarization. These 

phototropic lamellar nanostructures emerge from the scattering and interference of incident light 

at randomly distributed optical dipoles across the growth substrate. This collective response results 

in a feedback mechanism by which the near-field concentration of light results in preferential mass 

deposition at the tips of growing lamellae.15-18 See Figure S8-S9 for discussion and schemes that 

elucidate the role of optical dipole scattering and nucleation on the phototropic growth mechanism.

The development of lamellae in phototropic growth is accurately predicted by a two-step, 

iterative model involving Monte-Carlo mass addition weighted by the optical absorption profile of 

a simulated Se-Te film that predicts dark nucleation will spontaneously yield order when 

illuminated by light with a photon energy above the optical bandgap of the Se-Te film.15-18 An 

assumption of the growth model is that localized absorption leads directly to localized mass 

addition, suggesting that phototropic growth is a phenomenon general to semiconductors with 

short minority-carrier diffusion lengths that can be electrodeposited, as has been demonstrated 

previously with photoelectrodeposited PbSe and CdSe films.14, 20 Notably, Se-Te 

photoelectrodeposits align along the direction of optical polarization regardless of the orientation 

with respect to the substrate, and amorphous Se-Te films comprise the deposit itself.15-18 Hence 

the helical chain arrangement of Se and Te atoms is not an important factor in determining the 

growth order or pattern fidelity of the photoelectrodeposit. Consistently, the mechanistic 

understanding and modeling of the process described herein that is in full agreement with the 

experimental observations only includes optical constants of the materials and Maxwell’s 
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equations, with no chemical or structural bias, directing agents, or chemically preferred or lattice-

matched growth directions. Thus, under these conditions, phototropic growth is a generalizable 

and fundamental light-matter interaction, and is not dependent on the chemical bonding or 

structure of the deposited material (e.g. the helical chain arrangement of Se and Te atoms).21-22 

Previous studies have demonstrated significant amounts of amorphous material in phototropic Se-

Te films; Debye-Scherrer analysis of XRD spectral features revealed the presence of 

nanocrystalline grains with dimensions on the order of tens of nanometers.17 Additionally, electron 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) compositional analysis indicated statistically equivalent 

Se:Te atomic ratios for phototropic Se-Te films deposited on p+-Si, n+-Si, and Au substrates 

(Figure S10).

The 2D FT spectra in Figure 2 show the transformation of isotropic peaks into anisotropic 

features in reciprocal space, as anisotropic lamellar structures emerge from the isotropically 

distributed nucleates. See Figure S11 for higher resolution 2D FT spectra and a detailed analysis 

of features observed in 2D FT spectra during phototropic Se-Te film development. Although after 

the first charge step (-0.75 mC cm-2) the distributions of nucleates were similar for p+-Si and n+-Si 

substrates, the distributions differed after the second charge step (-3.75 mC cm-2), with smaller 

nucleate spacings observed on p+-Si substrates than on n+-Si substrates. After a charge density of 

-22.5 mC cm-2 was passed, the Se-Te deposited on n+-Si consisted of a relatively sparse distribution 

of fewer, but larger, discontinuous particles, whereas the Se-Te deposited on p+-Si formed a nearly 

continuous thin film. As observed in the 2D FT, both films had a mostly isotropic distribution of 

mass at this stage of pattern formation.

After a charge density of -37.5 mC cm-2 was passed, early formation of lamellar structures 

was observed for Se-Te deposited on both p+-Si and n+-Si substrates. The deposited particles 
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adopted an elliptical shape, elongated in the vertical direction, parallel to the axis of polarization. 

At this stage in the deposition, the elliptical particles were larger, more elongated, and more 

sparsely distributed on n+-Si than p+-Si. After charge densities of -52.5 and -67.5 mC cm-2 had 

been passed on n+-Si substrates, the Se-Te deposited still appeared as vertically oriented elliptical 

particles with narrower spacing in the horizontal than in the vertical direction, although the number 

and size of the particles increased as more charge was passed. In contrast, after -52.5 mC cm-2 of 

charge density had passed on p+-Si, the Se-Te appeared as vertically oriented particles made of 

ellipses that had begun to merge along the vertical direction. The lamellar morphology was more 

fully formed after 67.5 mC cm-2 had been passed on p+-Si.

Although qualitatively similar lamellar structures ultimately formed on both p+-Si and n+-

Si, key differences during the early stages of growth influenced the fidelity of the resulting 

structures. Substantial discontinuity in the Se-Te deposits was present on n+-Si at charge densities 

for which a continuous, thin layer of nucleates was observed on p+-Si. Discontinuity and larger 

nucleate spacings contributed to the “kinked” lamellar morphology observed on n+-Si, whereas 

smaller nucleate spacings contributed to the straighter lamellae and higher fidelity patterns 

observed on p+-Si. Low-magnification, wide-area SEM images of the films in Figure 2 (j) and (t) 

are provided in Figure S2.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the spacing of nucleates at an early stage in the 

deposition (-3.75 mC cm-2) and both the period (Figure 3a) and fidelity (Figure 3b) of the lamellar 

pattern that developed in the films after a charge density of -750 mC cm-2 had been passed. The 

figure of merit used to describe the fidelity of the pattern was the vertical full width and half 

maximum (FWHM) in angular units of the primary peak in the 2D FT of the pattern. See Figure 
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S7 and Equation S1 for a discussion of the conversion of 2D FT to radial coordinates and pattern 

fidelity.

The lamellar period in phototropic Se-Te films illuminated with 927 nm light is predicted 

by our growth model15-18 to be 331 nm, and corresponds to λ/2n, where λ is the illumination 

wavelength and n is the index of refraction of the medium in which the phototropic growth occurs, 

equal to 1.4 (the index of refraction of the aqueous sulfuric acid solution). In Figure 3, small (≤ 50 

nm) nucleate spacings were observed for depositions onto p+-Si substrates for all applied potentials 

tested, whereas the nucleate spacings observed for depositions onto n+-Si substrates were generally 

larger and were as high as ~225 nm. Smaller spacings between nucleates resulted in patterns with 

smaller periods that approached the predicted λ/2n value. Smaller spacings between nucleates also 

resulted in patterns with higher fidelities. The observations of a smaller lamellar period and 

straighter lamellae for certain films suggest that more closely packed lamellae develop under 

conditions that produce closely spaced nucleates in the early stages of mass deposition.

Given the potential dependence of nucleation,23-30 potential-striking steps are often used to 

increase the quality of electrodeposited films. For instance, inclusion of a strike step reduces the 

porosity of electrodeposited gold films.31 Figure 4 shows SEM images and 2D FT spectra of Se-

Te films that were phototropically grown on p+-Si (Figure 4a - e) and n+-Si (Figure 4f - j) using 

varied striking potentials for the first -3.75 mC cm-2 of mass deposition (corresponding to 0.5% of 

the total mass deposited). Following the initial striking step, the remaining 99.5% of mass (-746.25 

mC cm-2) was deposited at a relatively more positive potential (-80 mV on p+-Si and -200 mV on 

n+-Si). See Figure S12 for a graphical depiction of the striking potential experiments. As observed 

in Figure 1e, a wide range of nucleate spacing can be accessed for Se-Te films grown on n+-Si 

substrates by tuning the deposition potential. The striking step was performed using a more 
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negative potential than the subsequent mass-addition step, and consistently, smaller nucleate 

spacings were consequently produced on n+-Si substrates than would have been produced if the 

entire deposition were performed at the potentials used for the mass-addition step. When 

performed entirely at the potentials applied during striking steps, depositions on n+-Si do not result 

in purely phototropic Se-Te films. Rather, dark growth is a major contribution at later stages of 

mass-addition when applying these more negative potentials (Figure S13). The direct effects of 

nucleate spacing on the fidelity of lamellar patterns formed in Se-Te films were thus measured by 

varying the deposition potential during the earliest stage of mass deposition while using the same 

potential for deposition of the majority of the mass.

Films grown on p+-Si with a striking step (Figure 4b - e) were similar in appearance to the 

control sample (Figure 4a). Films grown on n+-Si, however, changed in appearance relative to the 

n+-Si control when a striking step was added. The control sample on n+-Si (Figure 4f) exhibited 

short, discontinuous lamellae and pattern defects such as dislocations and interstitial features. 

Relative to the control sample on n+-Si, samples grown with a striking step (Figure 4g - j) exhibited 

straighter, more continuous lamellae and fewer pattern defects. This improved fidelity was also 

observed as sharpening of the peaks in the 2D FT as the striking potential was made more negative. 

As evident in both the 2D FT spectra and the SEM images, the fidelity of phototropic Se-Te films 

was strongly influenced by the morphology of the very earliest levels of mass addition. 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the striking potential and fidelity of phototropic 

Se-Te films, described by the vertical FWHM of the primary peak in the 2D FT. The trend 

observed in the SEM images and 2D FT spectra in Figure 4 is reflected in Figure 5, showing an 

improvement in the pattern fidelity of phototropic Se-Te films deposited on n+-Si as the striking 

potential was made more negative. Figure 5 also shows the effects of a longer striking step at 1.0% 
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of total mass deposited (-7.5 mC cm-2). When performing the striking step for 1.0% versus 0.5% 

of mass deposited, phototropic Se-Te films did not require as negative a striking potential to exhibit 

improved pattern fidelity, suggesting that nucleate spacing decreases with increasing amounts of 

deposition under these conditions. In contrast, phototropic Se-Te films on p+-Si showed no 

improvement over the control sample when the striking step was performed for either 1.0% or 

0.5% of mass deposited. Furthermore, at the conditions tested, films on n+-Si reached an apparent 

upper limit of pattern fidelity near to what was observed on p+-Si, ~30° for the vertical FWHM. 

The limit of pattern fidelity in Se-Te films is also reflected in the average particle-to-particle 

spacing data in Figure 1e, which shows nucleate spacing values for n+-Si approaching values 

observed on p+-Si as the applied deposition potential is made more negative. Both observations 

suggest that below a critical level of nucleate spacing, ~50 nm, no further contribution to improved 

pattern fidelity is obtained for the conditions tested.

The results suggest that the deposition of Se-Te on n+-Si follows a progressive nucleation 

mechanism, rather than an instantaneous nucleation mechanism.32 Progressive nucleation 

mechanisms, such as the Volmer-Weber mechanism, are characterized by 3D island growth, which 

has also been observed in the electrodeposition of other chalcogenide materials, such as PbTe on 

n-Si.33 In an electrochemical system exhibiting instantaneous nucleation, all electrochemically 

active sites are nucleated during the initial stages of mass addition, and the nucleation density does 

not change substantially with the amount of mass deposited.34 No substantial change was observed 

in the Se-Te nucleate spacings on p+-Si at different applied deposition potentials nor was a change 

in the fidelity of phototropic Se-Te films on p+-Si observed when a striking step was included, so 

the results are consistent with either an instantaneous nucleation mechanism or a relatively higher 

rate of progressive nucleation during Se-Te nucleation on p+-Si. The nucleate spacings on n+-Si 
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substrates decreased as the applied potential was increased negatively, suggesting that the 

nucleation mechanism is potential-dependent. Thus, progressive nucleation on n+-Si demonstrated 

increased nucleation rates as the applied deposition potential was made more negative, potentially 

approaching an instantaneous nucleation mechanism.

Although electrochemical nucleation is widely known to exhibit a substantial potential 

dependence due to the mass transport and diffusion of charged species in a solution to the surface 

of a working electrode,23-30 the effect of various nucleation morphologies on photoelectrochemical 

deposition and in-situ synthesis of semiconductors onto non-photoactive substrates35-39 is not well-

elucidated or understood mechanistically at present. The long-range order of phototropically 

grown Se-Te films, as measured using Fourier-transform analysis, varies for growths on different 

substrates.40 We observed previously through 2D Fourier-transform (2D FT) analysis that, under 

nominally identical illumination conditions, the lamellar pattern fidelity was higher when Se-Te 

films were deposited on crystalline (111)-oriented Si degenerately doped with p-type dopants (p+-

Si) than with n-type dopants (n+-Si). A more highly ordered lamellar morphology was also 

observed on p+-Si under conditions that resulted in dark and light current densities nominally 

identical to those measured on n+-Si. We attributed the variations in pattern fidelity to effects of 

the type of junction formed between the substrate and the growing Se-Te film. Consistently, higher 

fidelity patterns were observed on substrates forming ohmic contacts to Se-Te (i.e. p+-Si and Au) 

whereas patterns on substrates forming non-ohmic contacts to Se-Te (i.e. n+-Si and Ti) consistently 

exhibited defects and lower pattern fidelity. The data herein confirm the hypothesis that the 

electrical contact differences between Se-Te films and n-Si or p-Si substrates primarily serve to 

produce different levels of disorder in the dark growth phase of the material, and the resulting 
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differences in disorder between the dark electroplated films inherently and inevitably produce 

different amounts of spatial order in the resulting phototropically grown Se-Te overlayers.  

The interaction of light with semiconducting electrodes can produce films with three-

dimensional morphologies that are not accessible through other materials-processing techniques. 

For example, illumination of p-Si microwires during the electrodeposition of metals results in rings 

of metal nanoparticles at positions that are determined by the wavelength of illumination,41 and 

illumination of Cu2O microcrystals during electrochemical etching results in facet-selective 

deposition of metallic Cu shells.42 Moreover, depending on the work function of the metal, 

illuminating macroporous p-type silicon during metal electrodeposition can spatially direct mass 

to deposit in patterns that are not accessible by dark depositions.43

Other structures have been fabricated with periodic morphologies determined by the 

wavelength and direction of polarization of incident light. For example, sub-micron scale periodic 

structures have been observed to form in azo-dye polymer films when illuminated with light near 

the dye’s absorption band due to the cis-trans isomerization and subsequent structural reorientation 

of azo-dye molecules inside the polymer film.44 Another phenomenon, laser-induced periodic 

surface structures (LIPSS), has been used to produce sub-wavelength features as small as λ/10.45 

Both of these phenomena have only been observed when using a coherent illumination source, i.e. 

a laser. In addition, LIPSS requires high-power illumination near the ablation threshold of the 

material being patterned, often in the kW cm-2 or MW cm-2 range. In contrast, phototropic growth 

of Se-Te lamellae has no requirement for illumination coherency and can be performed under 

illumination intensities of < 10 mW cm-2.

Phototropically grown films adopt morphologies similar to the lamellar structures observed 

in biological systems (e.g. butterfly wings) in which they often demonstrate structural coloration 
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and anisotropic de-wetting useful for self-cleaning.46-48 As a proof of concept, materials engineered 

via LIPSS with similar morphologies to butterfly wings have demonstrated both structural 

coloration and especially large (>150°) contact angles for water.49-50 As a bottom-up, solution-

based fabrication method, phototropic growth presents an inexpensive, scalable, and highly 

tunable alternative to fabrication of these biomimetic structures. Improvements in the long-range 

order of phototropically grown films will result in increased levels of lamellar anisotropy and will 

likely improve the usefulness of the patterned structures in various applications, including self-

cleaning surfaces and structural coloration elements.
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CONCLUSION.

In inorganic phototropic growth, an initially isotropic dark nucleation spontaneously yields 

anisotropic spatially ordered nanostructures. Though principally an optically driven process, the 

phototropic growth model predicts that random variation in the dark electrodeposition process 

produces sites of surface roughness that scatter incoming illumination. As the deposition 

progresses, a subset of the initially random distribution of nucleates is selected where absorption 

“hot-spots” occur due to scattered light from nearby sites. These optically selected sites exhibit 

increased rates of mass addition due to the surface photovoltaic effect, leading to the observation 

and persistence of lamellar nanostructures. The distribution of Se-Te nucleates during the early 

stages of photoelectrodeposition depends on the applied deposition potential and substrate. Due to 

electrical junction effects,40 Se-Te deposition on p+-Si substrates produces smaller nucleate 

spacings than on n+-Si substrates. However, nucleate spacings on n+-Si were decreased 

considerably, and the resulting Se-Te pattern fidelities improved, by adjusting the applied 

deposition potential during an initial potential-striking step. In general, pattern fidelities were high 

when nucleate spacings were small. Small nucleation spacings also resulted in phototropic Se-Te 

films with lamellar patterns with periods that strongly agreed with a predicted trend of λ/2n.

Perhaps enigmatically, our results show that higher pattern fidelity and longer-range order 

in phototropically grown Se-Te films requires initial conditions of more disorder, or randomness, 

in the initial dispersion of scattering sites (nucleates). Contrary to previous phototropic growth 

studies (Table S1), this study demonstrates that the early distribution of nucleates is fundamental 

in determining pattern fidelity in phototropic films. For instance, phototropic growth of Se-Te 

films on Au substrates follows the observed trend of increased pattern fidelity at smaller nucleate 

spacings (Figure S14-15). Given that the photo-driven mass deposition can only occur where light 
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is absorbed, a more uniform nucleation layer allows the developing film to adopt a morphology 

that is primarily influenced by local light absorption, maximizing the contribution from the self-

optimized scattering and absorption feedback mechanism. Conversely, a less uniform nucleation 

layer with larger spacings between nucleates results in a growth process in which the pattern 

fidelity is the result of the convolution of the local field intensity and a non-uniform layer of mass. 

Thus, the distribution of the first nucleated particles deposited can strongly influence the resulting 

pattern fidelity in phototropic Se-Te films after ~200 times more mass has been deposited than in 

the initial dark nucleation process.
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FIGURES. 

Figure 1. SEM images of Se-Te photoelectrodeposited at 
two different applied potentials on (a, b) p+-Si and (c, d) n+-
Si. During the deposition, the substrates were illuminated 
by vertically polarized light from a narrow-band LED with 
λ = 927 nm at a power density of 53 mW cm-2. For each 
image, the charge density passed was -3.75 mC cm-2. The 
deposition potentials are referenced to Ag/AgCl. Insets to 
(a)-(d) are 2D FT of large-area images of the respective 
films, scale of inset side is 85.6 μm-1. (e) Dependence of 
average particle-to-particle spacing on deposition potential 
for various Se-Te films deposited on p+-Si and n+-Si 
substrates after passing a charge density of -3.75 mC cm-2.
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Figure 2. Series of SEM images demonstrating representative morphology of films deposited on (a)-(j) p+-Si at -80 mV 
vs. Ag/AgCl and (k)-(t) n+-Si at -250 mV vs. Ag/AgCl with characteristic amounts of charge passed (mass deposited) per 
unit area of: (a), (k) -0.75 mC cm-2; (b), (l) -3.75 mC cm-2; (c), (m) -22.5 mC cm-2; (d), (n) -37.5 mC cm-2; (e), (o) -52.5 
mC cm-2; (f), (p) -67.5 mC cm-2; (g), (q) -187.5 mC cm-2; (h), (r) -225 mC cm-2; (i), (s) -375 mC cm-2; and (j), (t) -750 mC 
cm-2. Insets to (a)-(t) are 2D FT of large-area images of the respective films, scale of inset side is 85.6 μm-1.
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Figure 3. Relationship between the average particle-to-
particle spacing of nucleated films at early levels of mass 
deposition (-3.75 mC cm-2) and (a) the observed lamellar 
period and (b) pattern fidelity as described by the vertical 
(parallel to axis of polarization) FWHM of the primary 
peak in the 2D FT of imaged Se-Te films. The lamellar 
period predicated by an optical model and observed in prior 
results is λ/2n and is indicated in (a). The variation in 
nucleate spacing for deposits on either p+-Si or n+-Si 
substrates was due to a difference in applied deposition 
potential, as shown in Figure 1. The films that were 
analyzed to obtain lamellar period and vertical FWHM 
values were deposited at a charge density of -750 mC cm-2. 
Vertical FWHM and pattern period values are paired with 
corresponding particle spacing values that share applied 
deposition potentials ranging from -60 to -100 mV vs. 
Ag/AgCl for p+-Si and -200 to -300 mV vs. Ag/AgCl for 
n+-Si.
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Figure 4. Series of SEM images demonstrating representative morphology of films deposited to a total of -750 mC cm-2 
on (a)-(e) p+-Si at -80 mV vs. Ag/AgCl and (f)-(j) n+-Si at -200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl after depositing -3.75 mC cm-2 in an 
applied potential strike step. (a) control at -80 mV and striking potentials of (b) -100 mV, (c) -120 mV, (d) -140 mV, and 
(e) -160 mV vs. Ag/AgCl on p+-Si. (f) control at -200 mV and striking potentials of (g) -250 mV, (h) -300 mV, (i) -350 
mV, and (j) -400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl on n+-Si. Insets to (a)-(t) are 2D FT of large-area images of the respective films, scale 
of inset side is 85.6 μm-1.
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Figure 5. Relationship between striking potential and 
pattern fidelity as described by the vertical (parallel to axis 
of polarization) FWHM of the primary peak in the 2D FT 
of imaged Se-Te films. The striking-potential step was 
performed on p+-Si and n+-Si substrates until a charge 
density of either -3.75 mC cm-2 (0.5%) or -7.5 mC cm-2 
(1.0%) had been passed. The remainder of the charge 
density (to -750 mC cm-2) was passed at -80 mV (p+-Si) and 
-200 mV (n+-Si) vs. Ag/AgCl. Control experiments are Se-
Te films deposited without any striking-potential step.
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